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British Archaeological Reports, United Kingdom, 2011. Mixed
media product. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A study that
investigates the validity of analysing the distribution pattern of
materials in the Ebers Papyrus involves a range of discussion
that often requires quite different areas of expertise such as
Egyptian philology, ancient and traditional medicines, modern
chemotherapeutic principles, medical history, medical
anthropology and statistics as well as database design. The
research sets out both the objectives of the investigation and
the fundamental concepts of medicine that underpin study in
the context of ancient Egyptian medicine. The work begins with
an illustration of the current situation of the study of Egyptian
medicine and this is followed by a discussion on the possibilities
and effectiveness of the application of statistics as a method of
future investigation in the analysis of Egyptian prescriptions.
Certain key concepts derived from diverse principles of
medicine known from different cultures are defined and
approaches are made to the Egyptian medical texts to describe
their contents and introduce suggested interpretations based
on the medical perspectives that the author establishes.
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This created ebook is great. it was writtern very properly and useful. Its been printed in an exceedingly easy way in fact
it is just right after i finished reading this pdf where basically modified me, alter the way i think.
-- Ag la e B ecker-- Ag la e B ecker

This ebook is definitely worth buying. It is definitely basic but excitement within the fi y percent in the ebook. Its been
designed in an extremely straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook where basically
changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Wa r d Mor a r-- Wa r d Mor a r
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